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for Quick and Quality, that is what

Quick to Assembly

Assembles in minutes

assembles in minutes, without tools.
Posts have numbered grooves at 1" (25mm) increments.
Simply attach the shelf wedge connectors to the posts at
the desired shelf locations, insert the posts into a stack of
shelves and raise the shelves into position. MetroMax Q's
packaging design minimizes the amount of cardboard,
making installation, cleanup and disposal easy.

Quick to Clean
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Quick to Adjust

Easy to adjust

's unique corner design allows you to unlock
shelves without the need for tools. Simply pull each
Corner Lock Release™ to unlock the shelf, relocate
the wedge connectors to the new height on the posts,
and reposition the shelf.

Quick Service

is all about!

Easy and quick to clean

Polymer shelf mats lift off the shelf frame for easy
cleaning. Shelf mats are divided into 12" (305mm) and
18" (457mm) modules that fit easily into a dishwasher
for cleaning.
shelf mats have built-in Microban®
antimicrobial product protection.They remain cleaner
between cleanings.

Quick service and delivery

Besides a lifetime warranty against rust and corrosion
for the polymer shelves and for posts 15 year warranty,
our customer service will help you with al your questions.
With all the running items on stock we can guarantee
short lead times.

Quick to Adapt

Easy to interchange

To meet your customer wishes,
has a wide range
of accessories such as dividers, ledges, tote and tray slides
and many more available to allow you to customize
to your exact needs.

Quick to Move

Easy movable

can quickly become mobile by removing the
threaded leveling foot and adding any standard MetroMax
stem caster. By making the unit mobile, it is easy to
remove the unit from the storage room for cleaning.

